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Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Rangsit University, Pathumthani 12000, ThailandThe publisher regrets the following errors:
1. The expression ‘‘af ¼ M=l’’ on the ﬁrst line below Eq. (2)
should appear as ‘‘af ¼ M=l’’.
2. The expression ‘‘qf=q’’ on the line 5 below Eq. (2) and same
paragraph should appear as ‘‘qf =q’’.
3. The expression ‘‘b ¼ Vc=Vs’’ on the line 7 below Eq. (2)
should appear as ‘‘b ¼ Vc=Vs’’.
4. The expression ‘‘Vs ¼ ðl=qÞ1=2’’ on the line 9–10 below Eq.
(2) should appear as ‘‘Vs ¼ ðl=qÞ1=2’’.
5. At the end of the same paragraph or line 5 before Eq. (3a),
and another place below Eq. (13b), the symbol ‘‘r2’’ should
appear as the Laplacian operator symbol ‘‘r2’’.
6. At the line just following Eq. (4b), ‘‘/ and /f’’ should appear
as italic symbols with subscript as‘‘/ and /f ’’.
7. The symbols with superscripts and subscripts on the lines
following Eq. (5b) should appear as w ¼ wigi ¼ wigi and
wf ¼ ðwf Þigi ¼ ðwf Þigi.
8. The symbol ‘‘sij’’ on line 4 below Eq. (5b) should appear as
italic symbol with subscript ‘‘sij’’.9. The symbol ‘‘x0 ¼ xVs=a’’ on line 4 below Eq. (18) should
appear as ‘‘x0 ¼ xVs=a’’.
10. The symbol ‘‘vf ’’on line 2 below Eq. (27) should appear with
the subscript as ‘‘vf ’’.
11. The symbol ‘‘gj ’’on line 4 below Eq. (41d) should appear
with the subscript as ‘‘gj’’.
12. The symbol ‘‘OðwÞ’’ in the expressions of Eq. (60)
z1 ¼ 1þ OðwÞ and z3 ¼ b2 þ OðwÞ should appear as ‘‘OðxÞ’’.
13. The line below Eq. (62) ‘‘byc’’ should be replaced by ‘‘by’’.
14. The last expression of Eq. (63), ‘‘ 0 < n 6 1 ’’ should not be
separated. They can be put in the second line.
15. There are some other minor typographical errors that should
also be corrected like the symbols ‘‘p’’, ‘‘q’’, ‘‘b’’ and ‘‘k’’ on
lines 3, 4, 5 and 6 below Eq. (2). They are referred to certain
ﬁeld quantity symbols so should appear as italic symbols
‘‘p’’, ‘‘q’’, ‘‘ b ’’ and ‘‘k’’, respectively.
The publisher would like to apologise for any inconvenience
caused.
